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Gamecock Baseball
Scott Wingo hit two
home runs in Wednesday
night’s victory over The
Citadel Bulldogs.
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March brings hope to children
Families, students walk
to raise money, fund research
for premature births
Sara Hartley

STAFF WRITER

After his twin boys were born prematurely with
a combined weight of 5 pounds, Dylan Veal was
disheartened by the way they were referred to as
“Baby A” and “Baby B” in the Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit.
“[A doctor] told me they would call the babies
by their names when they were sure they would
survive,” said Veal, a USC graduate. “It was very
sobering.”
The fear and helplessness that a parent feels
when a baby is born prematurely are all too
familiar for Veal and his wife, Melanie. Their
twins, Jacob and Joshua, were born at 27 weeks
and spent 11 weeks in the NICU at Spartanburg
Regional Medical Center.
At 12 inches long, Veal’s sons were so small at
birth that one of their arms could have fit inside
his wedding band, he said.
“As a parent, there is absolutely nothing you
can do for them,” Veal said. “It was a terrible
experience, but with a wonderful result.”
Jacob and Joshua are now healthy 2-year-olds
and live in Columbia with their parents and
step-siblings Laura and Mason. The Veal family
is serving as one of two 2010 March of Dimes
Ambassador Families in Columbia . They are
telling their story to advocate for the organization
and promote its premier fundraiser, March for
Babies.
“The research and funding of March of Dimes
saved our boys’ lives,” Veal said. “The only way
I know how to repay [the organization] is to
advocate.”
Throughout this year, the Veals have been
helping the March of Dimes in Columbia through
media outreach and fundraising. The nonprofit
organization raises money to fund research,
March ● 2

Courtesy of Jacki Apel

Premature birth affects 184 babies each week in South Carolina and half a million babies a year in the U.S.

March of Dimes
Columbia’s March for Babies will be held
at 9 a.m. on Saturday, April 24. It begins at
1200 Rosewood Drive and includes a 3- or
6-mile walk.
The Veal family is encouraging members
of the community to participate in this walk
and register online at marchforbabies.org.
Those interested can sign up individually,
as a team or simply donate.

Contact the Midlands Division for more information at 803-252-5200.
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The Congressional Advisory Board traveled to D.C. to present proposals to statesmen.
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Students traveled
to Washington, D.C. to speak
with congressmen
Sara Hartley

STAFF WRITER
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newspaper after reading.
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SC’s Congressional Adv isor y Board
traveled to Washington, D.C. this weekend
to present its ideas to South Carolina senators
and representatives.
“It was really exciting to meet with our
South Carolina delegation,” said Joe Wright,
a second-year business student and secretary
of organizational outreach for Student
Government. “They were very receptive of
what we had to say.”
Wright is responsible for the CAB, an
initiative of SG that started several years ago.
The board works on proposals to address
issues in South Carolina, and this year the
group consists of eight people who were
appointed by Wright. It is customary for the
board to travel to D.C. each year, and the trip
is funded by SG.
Though Wright did not specify the total
cost, he said that they were under budget this
year. They saved close to $1,500 by driving

their own cars to the Charlotte airport and
consolidating hotel rooms in D.C., Wright
said. SG pays for the trip with money
allocated from its budget.
The group stayed in D.C. from Sunday
to Tuesday and during this time they met
with the offices of Sens. Lindsay Graham
and Jim DeMint as well as Reps. Joe Wilson,
John Spratt and Jim Clyburn. During these
visits they had the opportunity to meet Sen.
DeMint, Rep. Wilson and Rep. Spratt in
person.
“They were really helpful,” Wright said.
“We provided a lot of creative and innovative
ideas.”
Ashley Swearingen, a third-year political
science student and member of the CAB ,
said they also met with lobbying groups in
D.C., including the United States Student
Association, the Department of Secondary
Education and the Office of Management
and Budget.
“A lot of people don’t realize students go
up to D.C. to lobby every year,” Swearingen
said.
Swearingen said she thinks it makes a big
difference to visit the congressmen and their
staff in person so they can hear the proposals
and ask questions. She also emphasized the
CAB ● 6

The changes and
quest ions concerning
S t u d e n t G o v e r n m e n t ’s
constitution were discussed
for over an hour Wednesday
night, setting up what should
be an interesting week ahead
for SG.
W hat happens if no
one sig ns up to be t he
president of t he graduate
student government? How
many members of t he
student body need to vote
in a special election for the
Const it ut iona l rev isions
to pass? W ho will pay for
the revisions to be printed
in The Daily Gamecock?
Most of the questions were
solved i n a mend ment s
Wednesday, but the lengthy
meet ing and ex tensive
questions surprised some.
“ I d id n’t t h i n k it w a s

going to go like this,” Sen.
Matt Ungar said. “I thought
t here was a lot more of a
consensus. But we’ll work on
it and fi x things for another
vote.”
Si x page s of re v i sion s
to t he or ig i na l bil l were
subm it ted to t he body
this week after a Judiciary
Committee meeting, leaving
senators the pleasureless task
of wading through line after
line of legislation.
Five of t he si x pages
of amendments were
ac c e p t e d a s f r ie nd l y b y
the bill’s sponsor. But one
amendment, offered by Sen.
M ichael Ch isholm , drew
debate and questions after
the sponsors said they didn’t
support it. Senators were
div ided over who has t he
authority to veto financial
allocations.
There were no votes
or final decisions, but the
debate set up what leaders
say will be a long Judiciary
Committee meeting tonight
and likely more debate next
week. Some leaders in the
Senate ● 2
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Senate met Wednesday to discuss and debate new
amendments and revisions to the constitution.
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educates and supports healthy pregnancies
and babies across the nation.
“[The ambassadors] really bring our
mission to life,” said Jacki Apel, director of
Communications for the March of Dimes
in Columbia. “We hope that everyone can
have a healthy baby.”
According to a news release from the
March of Dimes, premature birth affects
half a million babies every year, as well as
184 babies in South Carolina each week .
The March of Dimes works to improve the
health of babies by preventing birth defects,
premature birth and infant mortality.
The organization’s main fundraising
event is the annual March for Babies, which
occurs at the end of April in communities
nationwide. Columbia’s March for Babies
will be held at 9 a.m. on Saturday, April
24. It begins at 1200 Rosewood Drive and
includes a 3- or 6-mile walk.
The Veal family is encouraging members
of the community to participate in this walk
and register online at marchforbabies.org.
Those interested can sign up individually,
as a team or simply donate.
“It’s a great team building activity,” Apel
said. “Students are encouraged to attend.”

Apel estimated that 1,500 people usually
participate in Columbia’s March for Babies.
Last year, the South Carolina March of
Dimes invested $1.5 million in efforts such
as research grants and local community
services.
Veal said he and his family will be
attending the March for Babies walk and
that it is an honor to help the organization.
Originally from Georgia, Veal attended
USC on a football scholarship and was
a letterman on the team from 1987 to
1990. He earned a degree in business
from USC and went on to earn his MBA
from Northwestern before returning to
Columbia, where he said he is happy to give
back to the community.
Despite his personal experience with the
danger of premature birth, he said he is
thankful for his situation and for the help
from March of Dimes.
“A lot of people who raise money for
March of Dimes have lost children,” he
said. “It’s amazing how many people are
struck by it.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Senate ● Continued from 1
S e n at e s a i d t h e y h o p e
to get a first vote on the
legislation before the body
adjourns for summer next
Wednesday night.
The rev isions have
been i n t he work s for
o v e r a y e a r. G r a d u a t e
students complained, upset
w it h a perceived lack of
representation in SG. Now,
a bill that will divide the
Senate into t wo separate
bodies — one for graduate
st udent s a nd one for
undergraduate students —
has a chance to stand before
the student body in the fall.
But sorting through all
the particulars that comes
with a sprawling piece of
legislation has taken lots
of time and effort from the
Senate.
Tensions flared at times.
A f ter Ungar objected to
Sen. Ben Bullock talking,
Bullock flared his arms in

Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Taylor Cain and Matt Ungar discuss the new amendments.
despair.
“Can I have a few minutes
fi rst,” he said. “Jesus!”
More tension came later,
as t he meet ing lingered
past t he hour mark.
S o m e s e n a t o r s w a nt e d
to push t h rough all t he
amendments Wednesday
n ig ht , but a mot io n t o
carry the bill over to next
We d n e s d a y f r o m S e n .
Chisholm passed the body

with a majority.
T hough Ung a r vot ed
ag a i n s t t he mot ion , he
said he was happy to see
p a r t ic ip at io n f r o m t he
Senate.
“We’ve waited two years
for this,” he said. “We can
wait another week.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.
sc.edu

Moody re-elected
she said.
Lawmakers also noted the board still
won’t ref lect the school’s student body,
which is 16 percent black.
Mo o d y i s one of 17 vot i n g b o a rd
members; 16 of t hose are selected by
the Legislature to represent geographic
Senna Adcox
regions and one is selected by the governor.
The Associated Press
I n t he SEC , t he Un iver sit y of
State lawmakers voted to retain the only Mississippi’s board is the most diverse:
black member of the University of South three out of 12 voting members are black.
Carolina’s board of trustees Wednesday in Three of 15 trustees at the University of
a vote that drew attention to the board’s Alabama and four of 23 at the University
lack of d iversit y a nd t h reatened t he of Tennessee are also minorities.
At the bottom end of the scale with
school’s football recruiting.
Leah Moody, an attorney, was elected S out h C a r ol i n a a r e t he Un i v e r s it y
by an 80-77 vote to continue to represent of A rk ansas, wh ich has a 10 -member
governing board with one black
York a nd Un ion cou nt ies . She
trustee and Auburn Universit y,
defeated A lton Hyat t , a wh ite
wh ich a lso ha s ju st one black
pharmacist and law yer who was
trustee on a 13-member board.
considered a favorite last month
Rep. Greg Simrill, who
before black lawmakers decried the
supported Hyatt, said his longtime
prospect of losing Moody.
acquaintance and former political
“ I t ’s a g l o r i o u s d a y,” s a i d
r i v a l wou ld h ave won i f f ou r
Rep. Todd Rut herford, a black
legislators who had committed
Columbia Democrat who helped
their support had been there to
le ad t he out c r y. “ It s a y s t he
MOODY
vote. A family death and a fall kept
General Assembly does care about
two lawmakers away.
diversity.”
Simrill, R-Rock Hill, said race was a
Even with Moody remaining on the
board, an Associated Press analysis shows factor in lawmakers’ voting but argued the
the school’s governing board is already less contest should not be about race. He said
diverse than others in the Southeastern more African-Americans should run for
Conference. Of the 10 public schools in positions on the board.
Moody’s mother, former Rep. Bessie
the SEC, on average, about one in seven
Moody-Law rence, at tended t he vote.
trustees are minorities.
Moody said she’s proven herself as Moody teared up when asked about her
an interim trustee since last summer, mom’s presence. “You always want to have
when Gov. Mark Sanford appointed her family showing support,” she said.
Hyatt, who served a year in the House,
following the resignation of the board’s
only black member at the time. Moody is said he had no hard feelings.
“I felt like I did the best I could,” he
to keep her seat until 2012.
“I feel t hey voted like t hey felt was said. “They have to make the decision they
right,” Moody said after the vote. “I’m feel is best.”
Senate E duc at ion C h a i r m a n Joh n
happy for the students of South Carolina.”
A month ago, when black lawmakers Courson, whose dist rict includes t he
t h o u g h t M o o d y w o u l d l o s e t h e university, said his vote for Moody had
elect ion, several said members of t he nothing to do with race or political party.
“She was extremely well qualified,” said
bl ac k c om mu n it y were t elephon i n g
the universit y’s black football recruits Courson, a white Republican, also noting
a nd t el l i n g t he m t o q ue s t io n t he i r he felt an allegiance to her mother.
South Carolina’s other major public
commitments. The Associated Press could
not verify any were called, and there have school, Clemson Universit y, also has
been no reports of a recruit changing his only one minorit y trustee, the least in
mind. However, fans of the team were the Atlantic Coast Conference, the A P
found. In 2004, the last year for which
outraged.
State Rep. Gilda Cobb-Hunter, who is figures are available, a survey of 352 public
black, said she believes threats to the team schools nationwide by the Association
of G over n ing Boards of Un iversit ies
backfi red and hurt Moody’s prospects.
“The threats made it more difficult,” said and Colleges found that 21 percent of
Cobb-Hunter, an Orangeburg Democrat. board members, or about one in five, were
“It offered people who didn’t support her minorities.
S a n f ord s p ok e s m a n B e n Fox s a id
an excuse.”
She called Moody’s election a positive Wednesday t he governor likely won’t
step toward diversity but said more are appoint an interim trustee to the newly
needed. A current open seat — caused by vacant seat, because the Legislature plans
a trustee’s recent death — should also be to fi ll the position quickly. The screening
fi lled by a minority woman, since a single process opened Wednesday.
nonwhite trustee and t wo women who
have votes on the board are not enough,

Lawmakers voted Wednesday
to retain board’s only
African-American trustee
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Budget mishap threatens SC jobs Athlete accused of hate crime Earthquake racks western China
A blunder in setting up an account and transferring
money from the state’s tax agency has turned into $120
million in budget cuts that threatens jobs, the state Board
of Economic Advisors chairman John Rainey reported
Wednesday.
The mistake stems from current state budget law. It
requires the state Revenue Department to crack down
on tax scoffl aws and put the cash collected into a special
account that would pay for redistricting, indigent defense,
retirement benefits and a shortfall in covering tax breaks on
homes.
“For some reason the Department of Revenue got the
money and their position is the account wasn’t set up over
there so we didn’t transfer it,” Rainey said. “Maybe they
should have called the treasurer and said ‘Why didn’t you
set up the account.’ But nobody did that,” he said.
“T h is is one of t hose t h i ng s t hat shou ld n’t have
happened,” he said, without specifying how many jobs could
be threatened.
Because the account wasn’t set up, the extra cash inflated
the state’s general revenue figures and Rainey’s board issued
overly optimistic reports used to set the state budget. The
board corrected those estimates Wednesday, cutting $60
million from the current budget year estimate and $60
million from the estimate for the budget now being written
in the Senate Finance Committee.
It’s another round of bad news for a state budget that’s
plunged from $7 billion two years ago to just over $5 billion
in state cash during the past two years as a deep recession
has wrecked the state’s tax collections. The spending plan
the House passed last month sets per student public school
spending at 1995 levels.
“To receive that kind of news here at the 11th hour is just
unbelievable,” said Senate Finance Committee Chairman
Hugh Leatherman, a Florence Republican before his
committee prepared to meet. “It means we’re going to have
one of the toughest years I’ve seen in 30 years on the budget.
I’ve never seen anything like this.”
The account issue along with others will leave senators
cutting $166 million more from the state spending plan
than the House did, Leatherman said.

60 Minute Stress Reduction Facial

$45

60 Minute Stress Reduction Massage $35

RIVERHEAD, N.Y. — Jurors wrapped up their first day of
deliberations Wednesday in the trial of a former high school
athlete accused of killing an Ecuadorean immigrant on Long
Island in a case that has led to a federal investigation of hate
crimes in the area.
Jeffrey Conroy, 19, had pleaded not guilty to murder and
manslaughter as hate crime in the November 2008 death of
Marcelo Lucero.
He was implicated along with six others in the killing, but
was the only one charged with murder because prosecutors
say he was the one who stabbed the victim. Four others
have pleaded guilty to hate crime-related charges; two are
awaiting trial.
Prosecutors say Lucero’s killing was the culmination of
a campaign of violence against Hispanics in an avocation
Conroy and his friends called “beaner-hopping” or “Mexican
hopping.”
Conroy admitted to police he was responsible for the
stabbing but took the witness stand last week to say he had
taken the blame for one of his co-defendants — a teenager he
had just met earlier that night.
Jurors have the option of choosing whether to convict
Conroy of murder as a hate crime or manslaughter as a hate
crime; they also have the option to consider the charges
without the hate crime accusation.
He faces up to 25 years to life in prison if convicted of
murder as a hate crime.
Prosecutors say many Hispanics attacked in the days
before Lucero’s killing were afraid to report the crimes to
police, fearing questions about their immigration status. The
teenagers, she said, were aware of that trepidation and took
advantage of their victims’ fears by operating with impunity.
Lucero, 37, was walking with a friend near the Patchogue
train station around midnight when they were confronted
by the teenagers, who prosecutors say were strolling around
town looking for targets.

XINING, China — Soldiers and civilians used shovels and
their bare hands to dig through collapsed buildings in search
of survivors after strong earthquakes struck a mountainous
Tibetan region of China on Wednesday, killing at least 589
people and injuring more than 10,000.
The series of quakes flattened buildings across remote
western Yushu county and sent survivors, many bleeding
from their wounds, f looding into the streets of Jiegu
township. State television showed block after devastated
block of toppled mud and wood homes. Local officials said
85 percent of the structures had been destroyed.
Residents and troops garrisoned in the town used shovels
and their hands to pull survivors and bodies from the rubble
much of the day.
Footage on Qinghai Satellite TV showed bodies wrapped
in blankets lying on the ground while rescuers pulled shards
of concrete from a pancaked school building.
Crews set up emergency generators to restore operations
at Yushu’s airport, and by late afternoon the first of six flights
landed carrying rescue workers and equipment. But the road
to town was blocked by a landslide, hampering the rescue as
temperatures dropped below freezing. Tens of thousands of
the town’s 70,000 people were without shelter, state media
said.
Yang Xuesong, a rescuer from Shandong province in
eastern China, said his biggest concern was the altitude.
“This is the highlands. I don’t know if the search dogs can
get used to it,” he said.
While China’s military is well-practiced in responding to
disasters, the remote location posed logistical difficulties.
The area sits at around 13,000 feet (4,000 meters) and is
poor. Most people live in Jiegu, with the remaining —
mostly herders — scattered across the broad valleys. The
small airport has no refueling supplies, so relief flights were
carrying extra jet fuel, reducing their capacity for hauling
supplies, state media reported.

1315 Gadsen Street
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James Carbone / The Associated Press

Jeffrey Conroy was arrested for fatally stabbing an immigrant.

Ren Xiaogang / The Associated Press

A car is buried under the rubble after the earthquake in China.

— The Associated Press
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Pi Kappa Alpha fundraiser
On Friday, the brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha will raise
money for the City of Columbia Fire Department at the
Pike Rodeo.
Teams will ride a mechanical bull and compete for the
Pike Rodeo Trophy and free T-shirts. Points will be
given for length of time on the bull and uniqueness of
costumes.
Food will be provided by Firehouse Subs.
Following the competition, around 10 p.m., the Eric Lee
Beddingfield Band will perform.
Transportation will be provided from the Pi Kappa Alpha
house in the Greek Village to the Carolina Field House on
South Stadium Road. Busses will be running back and
forth from 7:30 p.m. to 2:30 a.m.
Tickets are $5. Pick up tickets from any brother of Pi
Kappa Alpha or buy them at the door.
Contact Drew Schiavone to sign for a team at
schiavoa@email.sc.edu or 757-291-6314.
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CAB ● Continued from 1
importance of talking with the staff members
of the senators and representatives.
“The people you really want to talk to are
the legislative assistants,” Swearingen said.
“The congressmen get their information from
their staff.”
Wright said t he group presented t he
senator and representatives with four main
proposals, and they left copies of their ideas in
the form of an annual report. The proposals
mainly address issues in education and the
environment.
One proposal, for example, deals with
conservation in higher education. The goal
is to get more funding from the federal
government for green initiatives, Wright said.
Another proposal deals with the economies
of different South Carolina counties in relation
to the public education. According to the
CAB’s annual report, counties with poor
economies also have some of the lowest test
scores.
The report indicated that only 16 percent
of elementary students in Hampton County
School District Two met the basic standard
for the PACT Science test, while Spartanburg
District Seven saw almost 81 percent of third
graders meet the basic standard.
Given discrepancies such as this, the CAB
suggests investing in the green industry
to boost the economy of counties that are
struggling.
A third proposal argued that students who
work for public colleges or universities should
qualify for loan forgiveness, but Wright said
that a law addressing this actually passed
recently.
“W hat we wanted to happen act ually
happened,” he said.

The fourth proposal addresses federal
funding for public schools and the retention
rate of students. According to the annual
report, there is a positive correlation between
the amount of federal funding in a school
district and the graduation and retention rates
of students.
“It’s good to sit down with the government
to talk about the education system to make
sure it’s on track,” Wright said.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Alan Tauber / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Students visit D.C. to meet congressmen.

Alan Tauber / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Congressional Advisory Board traveled to Washington and presented an annual report.
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Walk to support
newborns’ health
On Saturday, April 24, set your alarm clock for 9
a.m. Yes, it’s a little early to get up and walk three
to six miles, but it’s for a great cause.
The March for Babies, the main fundraising
event for the March of Dimes, is coming up next
week.
Those who walk and or donate will help the
March of Dimes in its quest to improve the health
of newborns. Last year, the
According to South Carolina chapter of
March of Dimes put $1.5
the organization, million toward that goal.
The organizat ion
184 babies are born s upp or t s re s e a rc h on
prematurely in SC treatments to common
problems affecting babies,
each week.
i nclud i ng premat u re
birth.
According to the organization, 184 babies are
born prematurely in South Carolina each week.
They and their families are in desperate need of
your help.
You c a n reg ister a lone or a s a tea m at
marchforbabies.org. Call up your friends, put on
your sneakers and go out and represent Carolina
in the march for those most precious members of
our state.
If you have to show up to that boring 9 a.m. class
every weekday, won’t it feel great to get up early for
an actual good reason?

QUINNTESSENTIAL

Law unable to stop today’s ads
Democrats’ effort to limit corporate
financing of political campaigns will not
protect consumers from being misled
I n r e s p o n s e t o C it i z e n s Un it e d
v. Federal Election Commission, the
Supreme C ou r t c a s e t h at de c reed
c or p or at ion s h ave t he s a me Fi r s t
Amendment rights as individuals, the
Democrats are set to propose legislation
that intends to strip corporations of their
newly-expanded rights. The Democrats
are attempting to keep corporations
from using their money to terraform the
political landscape.
Accord i ng to a New York Ti mes
article by Eric Lichtblau, the legislation
would, among ot her
things, require CEOs of
compa n ies sponsor i ng
political ads to personally
appear and say, “I support
t h is message.” It wou ld
also ban corporations that
r e c e i ve d TA R P mo ne y
Ryan
or have more t ha n 20
Quinn
Second-year
percent foreign ownership
print journalism
from participating in the
student
bu si ne s sm a n-p ol it ic ia n
orgy.
One could say this legislation would
encroach upon corporations’ freedom
of speech. It does. One could say it
once again puts individual rights on a
pedestal above that of big business. That
it does, too. But everyone must agree

that, despite what this legislation does,
the point is already moot.
Th is leg islat ion is mea nt to save
people from being misled by campaign
ads, but if a person believes campaign
ads are facts, he or she is already a lost
cause. Whether the ads are funded by
indiv iduals, polit ical organizat ions,
labor unions or corporations doesn’t
matter — they are still ads and, thus,
are non-objective. And if someone takes
a non-objective ad as fact, he or she
deserves to be misled.
If the Democrats really wanted to
protect individuals’ decision-mak ing
f rom biased i nf luence, t hey wou ld
support objective information venues —
not regulate who can and can’t produce
spin. Raise The New York Times, The
Wall Street Journal and C-SPAN to the
department level. Call it the Department
of Not BS-ing You.
Ot her t ha n suppor t i ng objec t ive
analysis and honest debate, the only
way to save voters from being misled is
to better educate them. Better educated
cit izens not on ly k now not to t ake
television ads at face-value, they are also
exposed less to them because they watch
less TV.
Sadly, in politics, there will always
be t he broad mass of idioc y t hat is
s wayed by f lashy com merc ia ls a nd
catchy slogans. There will also be the
intellectuals who actually get to know
the issues. Let’s hope the latter tip the
balance.

Steve Benjamin: mayor for today, tomorrow
Both runoff candidates can bring city
out of financial problems, only one
has leadership ability for long-term
Next Tuesday, Columbia will definitely
choose its fi rst mayor in 20 years.
No m at t e r w ho w i n s b e t w e e n St e v e
Benjamin and Kirkman Finlay, the outcome
could not be more similar or their differences
more stark. Despite the obvious, the former
was once president of the College Democrats
club of wh ich I a m now t reasu rer. T he
latter doesn’t just have the support of many
Republicans on campus — he is one. Benjamin
believes that the city’s financial woes stem
from a “fi nancial stewardship problem,” and
Finlay seems committed to pulling the city
out of this mess.
In the end, who should you vote for? Next,
why should you, as a USC student, give a
cock’s crow about it?
I’ll start with my second question. In all the
talk among our Student Government senators
about setting the University apart from the
city, it falls on me to state the obvious: The

entire University is within city limits. This
means that USC students who are registered to
vote here in Columbia have the responsibility
to have a say in what goes on in this town.
Should the city do a tax increment fi nancing
(TIF) district for Innovista, like it did for the
Vista when Finlay’s father was mayor, or is it
a waste of taxpayer money? Where does the
University fit into the Three Rivers Greenway
scheme? Shou ld of f- c a mpu s
developments on Bluff Road be
annexed or left to the county?
Should the city pressure its bus
system to expand transit service
down there?
This is just the tip of the iceberg
of quest ions t he cit y direct ly
Austin
answers that immediately affect
Jackson
Second-year
the University and its students.
political science
This is not the first time I’ve
student
harped on and on about the high
level of apathy among our fellow
students. I addressed it in one of my earlier
columns dealing with Student Government
and earlier this year at homecoming. Sooner
or later, we will have to shed this devil-may-

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
The Daily Gamecock would like to retract a statement made in the article
“Easter egg hunt held for canines, owners” in our March 29 edition. This
sentence: “A particular vendor, MonaVie, is an acai berry juice blend said to
prevent parvovirus” is incorrect. According MonaVie, it does not make any
specific health claims, and it is a food distributed for human consumption.

care attitude and start thinking about how
we affect our community and how the latter
affects us.
It is in this light that I fi nally answer the
fi rst. Let’s say Finlay whips our city back into
fi nancial shape, which, admittedly, I believe he
would if he were elected. Then what?
What’s the long-term plan? Where’s that
legendary vision his father had? Remember
Aaron Johnson, the refreshingly zany bearded
guy that ran for mayor? One of his guiding
principles was that the council must govern
for 2020, not 2010. He’s right, and that’s why I
supported Steve Benjamin early on, voted for
him in the general and will vote for him in the
runoff.
Benjamin’s been in both the private sector
and the public sector, working as a real estate
agent and as director of the Department of
Probation, Parole and Pardon Services under
Gov. Jim Hodges . While I admit that some
of his short-term goals will soon meet reality,
his brand of bold, new leadership is something
Columbia needs in the mayor’s office.
Please consider this fellow Gamecock this
coming Tuesday.

Lately the front page of my
hometown newspaper and the
front page of ESPN.com have
been borrowing headlines
from each other.
Both have reported in the
past few weeks on the Ben
Roethlisberger sexual assault
case and the Santonio Holmes
assault case.
Both Roethlisberger and
Holmes are, as many know,
prominent football players in
the National Football League,
and both of them have had
incidents of question arise in
the past.
Ro et h l i sb erger i s now
accused of sexually assaulting
a 20-year-old college student,
while Holmes
allegedly threw
a wine bottle
at one woman
(although the
details are still
too muddled to
Michael
make out).
Wunderlich
These crimes
Third-year
a re cer t a i n ly
broadcast
worth the
journalism
police attention
student
they receive, as
they are just what the reports
say they are: crimes.
However, I believe that
we as a public of information
consumers, constantly fixated
on the actions of the stars we
adore, shouldn’t really hold
these incidents in any sort of
shocking light.
The truth of the matter is
that every morning when I
read the news, whether it’s
here in Columbia or in my
hometown, I’m constantly
greeted by news of violent
crimes, sexual crimes, theft
and the like.
These crimes happen every
day, but they receive hardly
any attention compared to
the nonstop coverage a story
receives when an athlete or
some one h igh prof i le i s
involved.
When it comes to deciding
such cases, justice is blind.
Why can’t we just view these
happenings for what they
are, crimes, and move on?
There should be no reason
for marathon coverage of each
case.
I’ve been reading for weeks
now about a professor at a
south Florida college being
stabbed to deat h a nd h is
house being burned down by
someone who was short on
his rent payment they owed
t he professor. That stor y
made the headlines, but it got
pushed off the front page by
Roethlisberger’s and Holmes’s
own misdoings.
The crimes of
Roethlisberger and Holmes
are wrong, point blank, and
should be dealt with by the
law. But to spend so much
t i me p ou r i ng over t hei r
wrongdoings seems to be a
crime in and of itself.
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“It will not always be summer; build barns.”
— Hesiod
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5 summer songs
we’re obsessing
about
this
E
P
A
T
X
week
I
M

Brighten your mood as finals approach
with these musical recommendations
that capture the essence of summer
Jimmy Gilmore and Kelsey Pacer

THE MIX EDITOR AND ASSISTANT MIX EDITOR

1

Summer of ’69 —
Bryan Adams
/ MCT Ca mpus
Liam Sweeney

“Those were the best days of my life.” Indeed, Bryan
n
Adams. We at the Mix are starting to feel the weight off
those papers and tests crashing down, so we’re getting
g
through the next several weeks by cranking up some
songs that remind us of the best time of the year. In
many ways, this ‘80s mega-hit survives because the
silly double entendre (and possible not-so-hidden
meaning) its lyrics evoke. Regardless of the reason
behind those pseudo-psychoanalytical, shamelessly
nostalgic lyrics, there’s still a sense that Adams
captured something essential about summer — the
freedom, the youthfulness and particularly the
way certain memories and moments in life get
re-imagined as we move farther and farther away
from them.
Courtesy o
f mtv.com

2

Summer Girls — LFO

This is one of those one-hit wonders that sticks around in a weirdly non-annoying
way. The mellow voices and tinkly background music make this a perfect sing-along song,
while the super-corny video reminds us all of being awkward teenagers on vacation. This ode
to Abercrombie & Fitch is even funnier to listen to 11 years after its release. With lyrics like
“Stayed all summer then went back home / Macaulay Culkin wasn’t Home Alone / Fell deep
in love, but now we ain’t speaking / Michael J. Fox was Alex P. Keaton,” it’s hard not to laugh.
This is one of those guilty pleasure songs, perfect for singing along to in the car ... with the
windows up, of course.

3

The Boys of Summer
— Don Henley

Jeff Siner / MC
T Ca mpus

Fr o m i t s i c o n i c o p e n i n g
that slowly builds and layers as the song
prog resses to it s somewhat cor ny but
undeniably catchy lyrics about a love that
sticks around even after summer flings, Don
Henley’s ‘80s radio staple still rings with a
special kind of nostalgia, a nostalgia more for
the sound of an ‘80s guitar than for the season
this song evokes. Of course, if you’re looking
for a more modern interpretation of the song,
The Ataris did a cover a few years back thatt
cranks up the volume significantly.

4

Summer Nights —
‘Grease’

ange
cia / AP Exch
Eugene Gar

Back in the day when John Travolta had dance
moves and vocal chops worth showing off, he starred opposite Olivia Newton-John — who’s all but disappeared now — in
a musical that was, well, “the word.” While the film and songs are pretty hit-and-miss, the girl/boy duet “Summer Nights”
is a catchy and fun showtune, reconstructing a romance from two perspectives. Of course, the guy hypes up the sex and the
girl hypes up the romance, but the stereotyping is part of the appeal of this ‘50s-soaked musical. Like many of the songs on
our list, it’s all about the memories of the summer.

5

School’s Out — Alice Cooper

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Lionel Hahn / MCT
Ca mpus

This is one of the best songs to blare as you escape classes and obligations for a few blissful months. This song is
popular in movies and in the back of rowdy middle school busses for a reason: It celebrates being free. Its crazy guitars
and Alice Cooper’s wailing voice are fun to listen to and sing along with as you escape from your dorm under the May
sun, truly feeling that school’s out forever.

Film criticism still strong,
evolving with new media
Neal Hughes

STAFF WRITER

A.O. Scott, head film critic at The New
York Times, stated in a recent article that
film criticism is no longer desired and
is “dead.” Scott makes many claims and
formulates many theories, but he always
comes back to the demise of the process of
evaluating movies.
This is not just one craz y naysayer
proclaiming the veritable apocalypse; many
critics are on the same boat, including the
acclaimed (and possibly the sole remaining
celebrity critic) Roger Ebert, who has been
quoted on his blog saying, “The age of film
critics has come and gone.”
Scott’s paranoia and Ebert’s defeated
acceptance are not unfounded, and it is
clear that the need for their expert insight
is quickly waning. But film criticism itself is
not dying. It’s actually evolving.
With the outburst of social media and
net work ing (Twitter, Facebook, etc.),
information is accessed instantaneously.
Unlike in the age of the newspaper, today’s
informat ion could come from anyone
who has access to the Internet, hurting its
credibility but also opening up avenues for
eager writers.
Nowadays, anyone who has a computer
can write a review on a movie. Even a
decade ago, the majority of reviews were
from trained writers whose only purpose
was to provide criticism. Now, as wide open
the Internet is, any movie buff can start a
blog and, depending on the right luck, it
can become a popular, frequented site.
The Internet removes the requirement of
proper training or certification, so now the
opportunity to offer an opinion on a film is
available to anyone.
When I was 10 years old and my parents
wanted to go to the movies, they would
check the paper and see if a film got a grade
worthy of their money (it usually never
did). Now people can just log on to Rotten
Tomatoes, see what the film averaged from
dozens of critics and skip skimming the
article for reasons why or why not to see
it. They can get 40 opinions on the film

Courtesy of wired.com

Movie reviews are easily accessible online.
instead of one solitary man trying to be as
objective as possible.
In fact, the Tomatometer has become a
sort of pop culture phenomenon, a veritable
basis of comparison when discussing films.
With the outbreak of these Web sites, like
Rotten Tomatoes or other movie review
sites, critics’ authoritarian voices have now
been drowned out. For a critic like A.O.
Scott, who has been long recognized for
the publication which sponsors him, the
door is shutting on his stronghold over the
reader’s attention.
To succeed, the public must deem the
critic’s opinion worthy and give him its
proverbial pulpit. A great example of this is
the A.V. Club (online entertainment site),
which has gained popularity because the
articles are well-written and the insight is
usually fresh and original. Gone are the
days when whatever Peter Travers (Rolling
Stone) said was blindly accepted because
of the lack of competition and built-in
readership.
O u r g e ner at io n i s o ne of i n s t a nt
gratification. With Internet access on
phones and fast food somehow getting
faster, we want ever y t hing to happen
immediately — even once-trusted opinions
on our entertainment.
Instead of having to read a long diatribe
on why the film lacks emotional sincerity,
why not get the latest tweets from a fi lm
critic breaking down the movie in 140
characters? It is not out of the realm of
possibility and could be what the future
holds.
Film criticism is neither dead nor dying;
it is just morphing into something much
different than what the old school of critics
is used to. However, whether or not the
art or craft of criticism is dying is another
argument altogether.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu
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CONAN O’BRIEN MAKES DEAL WITH TBS
‘Tonight Show’ host will return
to late night in November
Joe Flint and Maria Elena Fernandez
MCT Campus

In the latest sign that the field has leveled
between broadcast and cable television, former
“Tonight Show” host Conan O’Brien has
decided to make his late-night comeback this
fall on TBS, a cable network that has largely
been synonymous with old network reruns and
Atlanta Braves baseball.
“This is the day the last brick wall fell down
between broadcast and cable,” said Steve
Koonin, president of Turner Entertainment
Networks.
O’Brien, who was dumped by NBC as
host of “The Tonight Show” in favor of his
predecessor Jay Leno just four months ago,
will return in November on TBS with an 11
p.m. ET/PT show. Comedian George Lopez,
who just launched his own late-night show
in that same time slot on TBS last year, has

agreed to move to midnight.
In sardonic fashion, O’Brien had his own
spin on the news.
“In three months I’ve gone from network
television to Twitter to performing live in
theaters, and now I’m headed to basic cable.
My plan is working perfectly,” he quipped in
a statement.
For TBS, one of the country’s oldest cable
channels, snaring O’Brien is the culmination
of a decade-long effort to transform a network
that launched 30 years ago with “The Andy
Griffith Show” reruns into a cutting-edge
channel on par with Comedy Central, USA,
FX and TNT.
“This is a seminal moment for TBS,”
Koonin said. W hile TBS, which doesn’t
produce a lot of original shows, may seem
like an odd fit for O’Brien, the cable channel’s
evening lineup includes reruns of “The Office”
and “Family Guy” that play to O’Brien’s core
audience of young adults.
O’Brien’s move to TBS is a big blow to Fox,
which had been actively wooing the comedian
and was seen as the odds-on-favorite to land
him.

While Fox was enthusiastic about getting
back into the late-night game with O’Brien,
that sentiment was not echoed by its affiliates.
Most Fox stations carry reruns of comedies
in late night and would have taken a financial
hit if they had to replace those shows with
O’Brien. Complicating the situation for Fox is
that O’Brien would have aired in varying time
periods among affiliates around the country
for at least a year, undercutting ratings and
advertising.
T BS i n it ia l ly i nd icated it had l it t le
interest in pursuing O’Brien when he and
his representatives began casting about for a
new home earlier this year. For starters, the
network appeared committed to Lopez at 11
p.m., and Koonin assumed Fox had a lock on
O’Brien.
But when no deal wit h Fox emerged,
Koonin sprung into action, reaching out to the
comedian’s camp only a little more than a week
ago. But while there was interest, O’Brien also
made it clear that he didn’t want to take away
Lopez’s show by having Lopez suffer the same
ironic fate that befell O’Brien at NBC, where
the network bumped him aside for Leno.
Koonin then talked with Lopez, who then
called O’Brien to tell him he was on board
with the plan. Once that was all done, it only
took about 72 hours to get a deal in place.
(Indeed, with O’Brien as a lead-in, it may only
help Lopez in the ratings.)
Now O’Brien becomes the latest star to
abandon broadcast for cable. Late last year,
Oprah Winfrey announced she was leaving
daytime television to focus full time on
OWN, the cable network she is launching in
partnership with Discovery Communications.
The fact that TBS landed a major player
in late night, traditionally the turf of the
broadcast networks, “says that anybody can be
a player,” said Brent Poer, managing director
of the Los Angeles offices of MediaVest, a
media buying firm whose clients include Wal-

Mart and Procter & Gamble. “It’s not about
cable versus broadcast. I don’t think consumers
think that way. It’s about good programming
versus bad programming.”
O’Brien’s audience on cable will probably
be smaller than it was on NBC or would have
been if he went to Fox. He will face off against
Comedy Central’s Jon Stewart, who attracts
almost two million viewers each night, and
Stephen Colbert, who draws about 1.4 million
people. Lopez has been averaging just over a
million viewers in that hour.
Even though O’Brien was pulling in more
than $12 million annually from NBC, he
stands to earn even more on cable. That’s
because O’Brien will own his show, similar to
the way Johnny Carson did with his “Tonight
Show,” but which would have been tougher for
him to get on broadcast television.
TBS, meanwhile, will be able to charge the
cable systems that carry its channel higher fees
if O’Brien delivers solid ratings, generating
greater revenue for the network.
For O’Brien, the deal with TBS is the latest
chapter in a saga that has seen more twists
than a “Law & Order” plot.
First O’Brien was given NBC’s “Tonight
Show,” only to have NBC decide it couldn’t
part with Jay Leno, who was given his own
10 p.m. show. Then, when Leno’s primetime gambit tanked, the network decided to
move him back to late night, in part because
O’Brien’s viewership was weak and in part
because NBC did not want Leno bolting to a
rival network.
O’Brien refused to be relegated to secondstring status again and delivered an ultimatum
to the network that he would quit if his show
were pushed to midnight. NBC didn’t balk and
chose to return Leno to his old slot. O’Brien
walked away from the program in January.
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Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

Calendar of Events
What: Taylor’s Helping Hands

Blood Drive
When: 9 a.m.
Where: Russell House, Room 304
What: Sigma Gamma Rho table
When: 10 a.m.
Where: Greene Street
What: Cupcakes for Projecct Pet
When: 11 a.m.
Where: Greene Street
What: Giving Children a Chance
When: 11 a.m.
Where: Greene Street

Where: RH, Room 348
What: Miss Omega Psi Phi Pageant
When: 8 p.m.
Where: RH Ballroom
SPORTS SCHEDULE
Women’s Equestrian

TBA
Friday
All Day
Waco, Texas
Baseball

What: Tobacco Cessation Class
When: 5:15 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 301

Mississippi
7 p.m.
Friday
Columbia, S.C.

What: Gamecock Wrestling Club

meeting

Track

Intl Friendship & Freedom Games
All Day
Friday
Greensboro, N.C.

When: 7 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 302
What: VOX meeting
When: 7 p.m.

Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

... FOR SCIENCE!, HOODED EAGLE, TUNGUSKA, DISAPPEAR
7:30 p.m. doors, $5 over 21 / $7 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

The Scene
TODAY

MOVING IMAGE RESEARCH COLLECTIONS
SUPER SAMPLER
6 p.m., $7
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.
PREACH JACOBS, SONS OF YOUNG, AND
BSIDES
6 p.m. doors, $5 advance / $7 day of show
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.

Spurned ◆ By Jarad Greene / The Daily Gamecock

VISTA AFTER FIVE
5 p.m., Free
Jillian’s, 800 Gervais St.

TOMORROW
INDIE GRITS STUDENT SHOWCASE
3 p.m., $7
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.
THE CASUAL KINGS, ONE WAY OUT,
COLUMBUS, TRAYE HORNE BAND
8 p.m. doors, $5 over 21 / $7 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
DISNEY ON ICE
10:40 a.m. and 7 p.m., $39 to $162
Colonial Life Arena, 801 Lincoln St.

04/15/10

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=

ARIES Spend time today
mending fences and soothing
emotions. You figure out how
to satisfy each person’s needs.
TAURUS This is no
time to gamble. Make sure
you’re comfortable with all the
details. By tomorrow or the
next day, you’ll want to be on
to bigger, better things.
GE M I N I Because
you took care of important
mat ters earlier, you have
a n opp or t u n it y to see a
new movie, try a different
restaurant or simply hang out
at home.
C A NCER

G et you r
body and mind on the same
track, even if you’d rather be
a couch potato. Movement
today is essential.

L EO The timely
completion of tedious work
requires that you put a new
opportunity on hold and revise
nearly completed documents.

S AGI T TA R I US It
looks like you took care of
business, so now you can reap
the benefits by enjoying a
relaxing lunch.

VIRGO Your significant

C A PR ICOR N Ta ke
advantage of today’s choices.
Even though you feel you
should be doing something
important, playing around
improves your mood.

other proposes activities that
promise excitement as well as
comfort. Get work done early
in order to take advantage.

LIBR A If you’ve done
your financial homework, you
can make the package look
prett y. Consider yourself
lucky to be finished with a task
you’ve worried about.
SCORPIO You need to
get down to basic principles
if you want to progress. You
have tons of ideas competing
for attention. Choose one and
run with it.

AQUA R IUS A lastminute surprise could cause
anxious moments. Hopefully
you have all the paperwork
you need. If not, request an
extension.
PISCES You t hought
you had all your ducks in a
row, but you discover them
swimming off, and there’s no
way to retrieve them.

04/15/10

Solution from 04/14/10

ACROSS
1 Subway
alternative
4 Floppy storage
media
9 Stop by
unexpectedly
14 Bruin legend
Bobby
15 Apples since 1998
16 Ivory neighbor?
17 “Michael Collins”
org.
18 Honda Accord,
for one
19 Has a proclivity
(to)
20 Blondness
22 There may not
be one “in the
house” during a
tearjerker
23 Neural impulse
junction
24 Big hairdos, for
short
25 Cart for heavy
loads
26 Coalition
27 Boeing product
30 County on San
Francisco Bay
32 Cat’s pajamas
34 “__ See for Miles”:
The Who hit
35 Houdini’s family
name
36 Promise in the
dairy aisle
37 Like some
stockings
39 Van Gogh setting
40 Word with Big or
top
41 “Great” dog
42 “It’s __!”: bargain
hunter’s words
43 Coffee holders
44 “Flying” toy
47 Captain Ahab
feature
50 Fan of Jerry
Garcia’s band
51 Author Jong
52 “What are you
gonna do about
it?!”
53 Shirt size: Abbr.
54 Laid vinyl on, as
a ﬂoor
55 Speak off the cuff
56 Quarterback

Dawson
57 Ingress
58 Beﬁtting a slob
59 Soph and jr.
DOWN
1 Elaborate dos
2 Striking spread
3 Flight of scientists
to another nation,
e.g.
4 Old-style kitchen
washing
receptacle
5 “No argument
from me”
6 __ Hawkins Day
7 1980s Chrysler
product
8 Tax form ID
9 Faddish ’70s toy
that came in a
box with air holes
10 Does as told
11 Fried Dixie bread
12 __ 500
13 Big Board letters
21 __ to go:
psyched
22 Metallic refuse
24 Shylock’s pound
26 Light brown
27 “The original
gourmet” candy
bean

Solution for 04/14/10

28 Very wide,
shoewise
29 General __
chicken: Chinese
dish
30 Catcher’s glove
31 Throb
32 Some ’60s war
protests
33 “You can get it to
me later”
35 Cymbal sound
38 Like many
largescreen
TVs

39 Follow, as rules
42 A Musketeer
43 Stomach woe
44 Senses
45 Ready for action
46 Paradises
47 Tennis’s
Sampras
48 Common name
for an Irish lass
49 Gold-plated
50 Bro
52 Uncle on a
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USC signee
encourages
Staley, team
Carolina pushes
past Kelsey Bone’s
stunning decision

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

South Carolina junior second baseman Scott Wingo rounds the bases and comes home after hitting his first home run Wednesday at The Citadel.

Carolina takes out Bulldogs
Wingo’s homers power
USC to season sweep
Ed Neuhaus

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

CH A RLESTON — Scott Wingo hit two
home runs while going 3-for-4 at the plate as the
Gamecocks defeated The Citadel 10-4 at Joseph P.
Riley, Jr. Park on Wednesday night. The win was
Carolina’s 11 straight in nonconference play.
The two home runs for Wingo were his first
since he hit one against the Bulldogs on March 30th
in Columbia. The Greenville native now has seven
overall on the season, which is tied for the team
lead. Wingo was modest when it came to his power
on the night.
“I appreciate that gust of wind on the first one.
The other one I hit pretty good,” Wingo said.
The Gamecocks (26-7,9-3 SEC) faced an early
1-0 deficit at the hands of the Bulldogs after Matt
Simonelli hit a home run over the left field wall
in the first inning. Wingo undid the damage with
his first blast over the right field wall in the third
inning, tying the contest at one run apiece.
Wingo continued his power streak against the
Bulldogs (23-13, 11-1 Southern) in the sixth inning,
tattooing a Raymond Copenhaver pitch deep over
that same right field wall. The two home runs in
one game are a career high for Wingo. The junior
infielder finished with three RBI in the contest,

increasing his season total to 22.
Wingo now has three home runs on the season
against the Bulldogs. He says he enjoys facing off
against the Bulldogs.
“I like playing The Citadel, and in-state schools. I
know a lot of people on the team, so it’s always fun,
“ Wingo said.
Carolina broke through in the fifth inning,
scoring five runs in the frame to turn a 2-1 deficit
into a 6-2 Gamecock lead. After Whit Merrifield
grounded into a fielder’s choice to give the
Gamecocks two outs in the inning, Jackie Bradley,
Jr. laced a double off of the right field wall, scoring
Merrifield from first base, and giving Carolina its
first lead on the evening.
The scoring continued after Brady Thomas
walked and Jeffrey Jones doubled to extend the
USC lead to 6-2. Nick Ebert, who had two hits in
three at-bats on the night, scored Jones with an RBI
single of his own.
Starting pitcher Colby Holmes struggled for
the Gamecocks, allowing two earned runs in 3.1
innings before being lifted in favor of John Taylor.
Holmes did manage three strikeouts and walked
only one Bulldog, but the five hits the freshman
allowed proved costly.
Taylor’s performance was crucial for t he
Gamecocks’ success on the evening. After Holmes
allowed a double by The Citadel’s David Greene
that made it 2-1 in favor of the Bulldogs, Coach Ray
Tanner called for Taylor out of the bullpen. With
runners on second and third base and only one out,
Taylor struck out Grant Richards and William

Ladd to end the threat for the Bulldogs. Taylor was
satisfied with his performance.
“I’m usually a groundball pitcher, and that
seemed to work good for me tonight,” Taylor said.
Taylor eventually pitched 2.1 innings on the
night, allowing one run (which was unearned) while
striking out three. The Florence native earned the
win for South Carolina, improving his record on
the season to 2-1.
Relief pitching saved Carolina again in the sixth.
When John Taylor was taken out, Ethan Carter
entered with runners on first and second and two
outs. Carter was able to get Ladd to ground into a
fielder’s choice as Carolina limited the Bulldogs to
only one run in the inning.
Defensive miscues proved costly for The Citadel,
as the Bulldogs committed four errors on the
evening. Starting pitcher Austin Pritcher’s stat line
was indicative of this fact, as only one of the six runs
the freshman allowed counted as an earned run.
Pritcher took the loss, dropping to 2-2 on the year.
Parker Bangs struggled before being lifted after
recording only one out in the ninth inning. The
junior allowed one earned run in 0.1 innings in his
12th appearance on the mound for the Gamecocks
this year.
The Gamecocks improved to 8-5 on the road
this season. Carolina returns to action this Friday
at Carolina Stadium against Ole Miss. First pitch
against the Rebels is scheduled for 7 p.m.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

News, notes from The Citadel
Merrifield sees hit streak snapped at 19 games;
Marzilli makes first career start in right field
Ed Neuhaus

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

CHARLESTON — In a season full of offensive surprises, South
Carolina continued to impress at the plate in ways outside of the norm.
Usually a team that relies on the long ball, South Carolina (26-7, 9-3
SEC) has used the small ball to feast on the opposition this season. The
Gamecocks continued that excellent performance with two outs against
The Citadel in their 10-4 win. Carolina scored five runs on the evening
with two outs. In a five-run fifth inning, four of those runs came with two
outs. Coach Ray Tanner insists that no position is more important than
another.
“We try to play with heightened awareness all the time. We had a couple
of good hitters up there who were able to find some holes,” Tanner said.
No Hit for Whit Junior Whit Merrifield saw his hitting streak snapped,
as the outfielder fi nished 0-for-5 on the day. Merrifield had a 19-game
hitting streak entering Tuesday’s game, and had hit safely in 44 of his last
45 games. Merrifield remains tied with Reese Havens on the all-time hits
list at Carolina in 15th place. Merrifield did score one run, however, after
reaching on a fielder’s choice in the fifth inning. Tanner says that despite
Merrifield’s lack of hits, the junior still played well at the plate.
“If you look at Jackie (Bradley Jr.)’s at-bats and Merrifield’s at-bats, they
were actually pretty good at-bats. They hit the ball hard a number of times
and didn’t get a lot to show for it, but that’s baseball,” Tanner said.
Positional Changes Freshman Evan Marzilli made his first career start
in right field for the Gamecocks. The start was only his sixth of the season.
Marzilli had made two starts this season in center field, and three in left
field. Marzilli was replaced after four innings by Whit Merrifield, who
moved from third base to take Marzilli’s right field spot. Marzilli finished
1-for-2 on the evening with an RBI. Merrifield’s start at third base was his
tenth of the season for USC. Merrifield had made 22 starts for USC in the
outfield going into Wednesday’s game.
Ebert shows flashes Nick Ebert continued his recent resurgence at the
plate, going 2-for-3 with an RBI and a run scored. The Ocala, Fla., native
has now hit safely in his last five games. The first baseman had seen his
playing time decrease before his recent streak. Ebert’s average climbed to
.280 on the season. Ebert has started 20 games this season, and the start at
first base was Ebert’s 14th on the year.
Road-Field Advantage Despite playing two hours from home, the

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Freshman Evan Marzilli watches a ball fly at Joe Riley Park.
Gamecocks enjoyed the support of a vocal Carolina crowd, as a majority
of the fans in Riley Park on the evening were wearing garnet and black.
Of the team’s eight non-conference road games this season, four will be
played in the state of South Carolina. The attendance on the evening at
Riley Park was 4,087.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

When Kayla Brewer joined
the USC women’s basketball
2010 recr u it i ng class on
Wed nesday, it wasn’t a n
unexpected occurrence.
Brewer, the No. 8 recruit
in the nation, had previously
verbally committed to USC
and had reiterated her decision
a nd i ntent ion s recent ly.
Ne ver t hele s s ,
Brewer making
it official was a
big moment for
Daw n Staley’s
f ledgl i ng
program.
James
Just over
Kratch
t
w
o weeks
Second-year
English student ago, t he Lady
Gamecocks,
and the entire USC athletic
department, was hit with
an absolute bombshell as
Kelsey Bone announced her
intentions to transfer.
Bone, the No. 2 ranked
women’s basketball recruit
in the nation coming out of
high school and arguably the
highest profi le signee in any
Carolina sport’s history, was
supposed to be the player that
turned the tide and helped
make USC a power.
But, after one year, Bone
cut and ran, leaving many to
wonder where the program
would go from there and if the
loss would be a devastating
blow to the team’s progress
toward joining the national
elite.
The answer came yesterday
via a fax machine: USC is still
on the path Staley set out for it
when she arrived in town two
years ago, and the nation’s top
high schoolers still think they
can win in garnet and black.
Brewer, a small forward
out of Robert E. Lee High
S c h o o l i n Ja c k s o n v i l le ,
Fla., is extremely talented,
averaging a double-double in
the frontcourt as a senior and
blocking shots at will.
In other words, she, like
Bone last spring, could’ve
punched her ticket to any
school in the nation. But, like
Bone last spring, she went
an unconventional route and
chose the Gamecocks.
We’ l l p r o b a b l y n e v e r
know why Bone decided to
leave Carolina. W hen she
f irst met with the media,
the same media that she has
refused to either speak with
or make a statement to since
March 31, she was bubbly
and outgoing, talking of how
she conscientiously made the
decision to sign with South
Carolina for a reason.
T h at r e a s o n , s he s a id
several times, was to build
something. She acknowledged
that schools and programs
that make regular appearances
in the Final Four and compete
for national titles on an almost
annual basis had offered her.
She acknowledged that she
could’ve walked right onto the
court with a team that could
win 20+ games immediately.
But, she said she decided
to go against the grain. She
decided she didn’t want to
protect a program’s legacy,
but build one. She wanted to
help make South Carolina
great, not maintain greatness
at a place like Tennessee.
Somewhere along t he
line, t hat changed. More
t han likely, she’ll end up
transferring to a place like
that.
Nevert heless, w it h t he
signing of Brewer and more
recruits likely to come on
board, one thing is for sure.
Bone may have lost the
dream. But Brewer didn’t.
And for that, Carolina is
still right on schedule.
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USC Upstate takes season
series with South Carolina
Softball’s road woes
continue with loss
Rodney Gray

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The USC softball team
fell to the USC Upstate
Spartans Wednesday in a
rematch of last week’s home
game in Columbia.
The Spartans were
chasing history Wednesday
a s t he y c a m e i nt o t he
contest with 799 wins in the
program’s history.
The Gamecocks did little
to resist in becoming victim
No. 800.
The Spartans got on the
board first, scoring two runs
in the bottom of the first
inning. Kim Brasil scored on
a Ericka Harris single and
the Spartans got another
run when Cirslyn Chewning
scored on a sacrifice fly to
right field by the Spartans’
Katie Zauner. The Spartans’
bats came alive again in the
bottom of the fourth inning
after Brasil scored again
on a Chewning single up
the middle. The Spartans
capped off the inning with a
Monica Hall single, scoring
Chewning.
Errors on the day proved
to be particularly crucial for
the Gamecocks’ as Janna
Lewis scored on a Kandyce
Redondo error in t he
bottom of the fifth inning.
The Gamecocks are 2-20 on
the year when they commit
two or more errors.
The Gamecocks offense
st r uggled aga i n aga i nst
Morgan Childers. Childers
did not allow a hit until

the top of the third inning
and heads part of a NCAA
lead i ng USC Up st ate
defense. Childers posts a
masterful 0.90 ER A and
moved to 25-5 with the win.
She allowed just two hits,
striking out seven along the
way.
The Spartans also
continued their dominance
at home, pushing their home
record to 16 - 4 wit h last
night’s victory.
“I was pleased with our
performance offensively and
defensively,” said Upstate
coach Chris Hawkins. “We
played loose and enjoyed
what we were doing. The
top of the order did a lot of
damage for us today and I
feel good about what they
have accomplished.”
The Gamecocks again
struggled to gain a win on
the road, as they have gone
1-11 away t his year and
dropped to 10-11 against
nonconference foes on the
year.
C a r o l i n a’s d e f e n s e
also struggled against the
Spartans, allowing 12 hits in
the contest. The Gamecocks
pitching woes again surfaced
as starting pitcher Ashley
Chastain allowed nine hits
and allowed four run on the
day. April Borchardt came
in relief of Chastain, but the
Spartans had already done
t heir damage. Chast a i n
got the loss on the day and
dropped to 4 -12 on t he
season.
The Gamecocks fell 1-2
against the Spartans this
year.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Podcast on iTunes
Search for The Daily Gamecock
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Club Football Combine

Club football to
begin new year
Team hopes to defend
championship crown
in second season
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The USC club football
team, which won t he
2009 Southern Collegiate
Club Football Association
Championship in its inaugural
year of existence, is preparing
for both a 2010 title defense
and a new challenge as it hosts
its combine this Saturday.
“We’re trying to get some
more recruits,” said Shane
Fidler, a third-year history
student who ser ves as the
team’s offensive coordinator
a nd qu a r terback s coach.
“There are a bunch of guys
graduating who are not going
to be back next year, so we’re
trying to build it up and get
ready for a good season so
we can go ahead and try and
make a run to the national
championship.”
For the first time ever this
fall, there will be a consensus
nat ional club football
champion. Unlike club sports
such as baseball, there was
no national league for club
football until the creation of
the National Club Football
Association.
“The last few years in club
football t here’s just been
regional conferences and no
national league,” Fidler said.
“The guy who runs the club
baseball league is starting up
a club football national league,

and we were one of the first
members to join.”
A s t he leag ue bu ilds a
financial system to afford
playoffs and bowl games in
the future, the 2010 national
champ will be decided based
on a national coaches poll. In
an attempt to solidify chances
to make a run at the title, the
club team will play a much
more vigorous schedule this
year, including a match-up
with prep school Fork Union
M ilitar y Academy, which
has had several USC varsity
football players come from its
ranks.
The combine, wh ich is
mandatory for all returning
players and those who are
interested in joining the team,
will be held from 1:30 to 4
p.m. Saturday at the Strom
Thu r mond Well ness a nd
Fitness Center fields. Fidler
said the team’s goal is to get
50 players total from t he
measurables workout in order
to have a full squad headed
into summer workouts.
“It’s a chance to meet the
guys, meet the people who are
coaching, meet the officers
and different things,” Fidler
said. “It’s a chance to get
involved with the club.”
For more i nfor mat ion,
check out t he USC club
football page on Facebook
or e-mail t he club at
SOClubFB@mailbox.sc.edu.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

When: Saturday, April
17th, 1:30 — 4:30 p.m.
Where: Strom Wellness
Center
Registration begins at 1:30 p.m.
Attendance is mandatory for
returning and new players.
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

Major credit cards accepted

Additional Info

Line classified ad rates

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

DEADLINE

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Announcements
COLUMBIA INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL
Saturday April 17th & Sunday April 18th
STATE FAIRGROUNDS
www.cifonline.org 799-3452 for info

Apartments
PRE-REGISTRATION for Fall Students
Rollback prices 2BR $750 ($375/per/student. No individual leases. All util incld.
Cheapest in Town! Call Glen 799-1442
1/2 BRS avail for summer sublease
(May-Aug) Greene St. $475/mo per/rm +
util. Apt has 3BRS 1BA kitchn den laundry room & great screenedin porch.
Walking distance to 5PTS & USC.
Call 704-641-6867.
1 to 5BR APTS. 1 BLOCK FROM USC
803-318-0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com

Housing-Rent
1-2/M/rmmte to share fully furn. house
dwntwn. Short term lease 429-5456
Apt & House for Rent. Close/walking
distance to USC. 1-5BR $395 & up
Contact Security Realty 254-6113
www.securityrealty.net
ROOMS -4-RENT Lg Spacious
Walk to USC $300/mo. Call 463-5129
5BR 3BA located on Gervais St.
Minutes away from USC/5PTS.
All appl $1600. 413-3297
4BR 2B House avail Aug 1st. $1395
fenced yard Old Shandon 318-0729
3BR 2.5BA NEW HOME
1300 sq ft $1450/mo + util Close to
USC & Riverfront. 803.413.4298

Housing-Rent
Beach house shares N. Myrtle Beach
$550/person - July-Aug stay,that’s
$275/mo! Cheaper beach weekend
getaways available
Please call 877-500-6569 ext 3
www.myrtlebeachtours.com for info
STADIUM VILAGE LOFTS 2BR Grad stds pref. Gated complex
w/restrictions. Many amenities $1200/mo
803-242-5058

For Sale

Help Wanted

Help Wanted
Child Care

BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

Sitter for 9&12 y.o for summer.
30/hrs/wk edu maj pref.
Contact Milbre @ modorn@cisco.com

Dorm Loft Bed & Refrigerator. Available
for p/ May 6th. Both $200. 770-330-2698

Help Wanted
PT REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT.
Experience the real world! Need PT
personal asst. to Columbia’s Biggest
Realtor. Learn Real Estate Investments
& Development from the ground up.
Once in a life time opportunity.
Joe Hawk 803-361-2461

OFFICE ASSISTANT IN IRMO
Fabulous opportunity for serious senior
or grad student looking for office experience. Exciting small beauty company in
Irmo has immediate opening for PT office assistant. approx. 20/hrs/wk. Flex afternoon hrs. Responsibilities include:
Customer service support, filing, office
errands data entry, assistance in shipping dept. solid work ethic, excellent
communication skills and attention to detail are a must. $9/hr background check
+ drug screen. Contact
jackie@bellalucce.com or via fax at
800.485.3079.

Services

SGTV

For Students.
By Students.

PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

1g0am0e%
co c k

TV

all day
everyday.

4

CAMPUS
CHANNEL

